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Executive summary

- Hospitality and related industries suffer from red tape in many areas, including inflexible workplace relations laws, restrictive food handling and labelling regulations, and liquor licensing.

- This paper enquires into the state-based liquor licensing regulation through a survey of several Australian jurisdictions before providing reform recommendations.

- Restrictions on the sale of liquor across most jurisdictions are characterised by several different types of licenses referring to different business activities, as well as complex tiered fee structures ranging into the tens of thousands of dollars.

- Several recommendations are made to cut red tape on the sale of alcohol:
  
  i. Streamline and simplify the number of liquor license types (e.g. on premises, off premises, special event) for different business activities to the minimum viable level.
  
  ii. Flatten, lower and index both application and renewal fees to ameliorate business uncertainty.
  
  iii. Shift liquor licensing resources away from restrictions on potential licensees prior to trade, towards greater enforcement of breaches once they have been committed.

- Reducing liquor licensing red tape must be coupled with a broader agenda to cut red tape across the Australian economy.
1. Introduction

Workplace relations, taxation and the regulation of alcohol are only some of the costly and complex burdens facing Australian hospitality and related industries. This paper is an enquiry into one subset of these burdens, liquor licensing, which impacts businesses from supermarkets to small bars. Liquor licensing refers to state-based regulatory restrictions on the sale of alcohol on premises (e.g. bars), off-premises (e.g. bottle shops) as well as special events (e.g. music festivals). For business, these restrictions are considered to be one of their most over-regulated activities. 1

The aim of this report is not to mount arguments over the ultimate rationale or justification of regulations on the sale of alcohol, but to examine how the structure and scope of regulations can be reformed to minimise economic distortions and cost. 2 The core of our research is a survey and analysis of Australian liquor licensing regulations, and the direct and indirect costs they impose on business. The main finding is a time consuming compliance process before trading can commence including complex tiered application and annual fees, reaching into the tens of thousands of dollars.

Unfortunately, red tape on the sale of alcohol is only one facet of a broader red tape problem stemming from all levels of government, and permeating all Australian industries. Institute of Public Affairs research has calculated that red tape costs us at least $176 billion per year in foregone economic output. 3 There are now well over 100,000 pages of Commonwealth legislation and nearly 500 federal regulatory bodies, stakeholders and advisory groups involved in regulatory design and enforcement. 4

We proceed as follows. Section 2 surveys the state of liquor licensing across major Australian jurisdictions. Section 3 outlines some attempts to cut red tape and recommends for reform. Section 4 concludes.

---


2 Or, put another way, we seek to focus on the red tape within liquor licensing, while maintaining the same overarching framework and objectives.


2. Liquor licensing regulation in Australia

The regulation of liquor in Australia harks back as early as the 19th century. The administration of liquor licensing varies in scope across each state-based jurisdiction, and includes inputs from local government. Those variations include the scope and calculation of licence fees, the number of licences, the trading hours conditional on each licence, and the relevant tests to receive a licence. In this way, liquor licensing regulation faces a form of competitive laboratory federalism, which is conducive to cross-jurisdictional comparison and analysis. This analysis is a precursor to providing recommendations for reform.

2.1. Australian Capital Territory

Liquor licensing in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) is administered by Access Canberra through the Liquor Advisory Board, with the administrative power under the Liquor Act 2010. Recent amendments have expanded the function and membership of the Liquor Advisory Board, and increased the powers of the Commissioner for Fair Trading for intervention. In the ACT there are five main types of liquor licenses, as well as three sub-classes, covering the range of possible venues and alcohol transactions. In conjunction with an application, the licensee is required to complete a Risk Assessment Management Plan (RAMP), which aims to provide details of how the business intends to sell liquor on their premises. Compounding this is the compulsory displaying of a sign at the premises and a proposal notice on the ACT website to enable a 30 day public consultation period, after which the Commissioner has up to 90 days to make a decision on the proposal.

Businesses in the ACT face some of the most burdensome fees and charges on the sale of liquor. Application fees alone range from $2,262 for a ‘club licence’ up to $3,399 for a ‘special licence’. The real burden on business, however, comes from the additional annual renewal fees, which vary according to patron capacity and trading times. For instance, renewing a licence for a nightclub with total occupancy over 350 people that is open until 5am costs an additional $28,328 per year. Business owners have unsurprisingly expressed concern over the indirect impacts of rising fees on employment levels.

---

6 This was amended via the Liquor Amendment Bill 2015.
The central ongoing issue with liquor licensing in the ACT is not only the level, but also the increase in fees. In 2010 all bottle store annual fees were set at $3,055. At present, those fees are based on the dollar value of liquor bought by the store and range from $4,200 to $29,600. Recent ACT liquor reforms roused debate on excessive fee hikes. Most hard hit are nightclubs and pubs, with recently proposed fees for venues open until 5am at $163,000 a year for their licence, which is a near six-fold increase from the current level. Under the existing fees nightlife vibrancy has already diminished. Since 2010, there has been a 59 per cent fall in the number of nightclubs in Canberra (from 17 to 7). Even before the changes, the fees in Canberra were approximately 20 times those across the border in New South Wales.

2.2. New South Wales

In New South Wales the sale, production, and distribution of liquor comes under the Liquor Act 2007 and is administered by the Office of Liquor, Gaming and Racing. There are seven different liquor licence types, as well as three sub-classes. The annual cost of these licences range between $102 and $2,040, with various trading hours loadings applying if extended opening hours are required, which can add up to an additional $5,000. Of the seven licences, six are required to complete a Community Impact Statement (CIS) 30 days before lodging a licence application. The CIS must take into account harmful affects the licence may have on the local neighbourhood, and gauge community support for the proposal.

The substantive liquor licensing issue in NSW comes from delays. According to the Office of Liquor, Gaming and Racing, time delays for a small bar licence application can span up to 4.5 months. This includes an initial 30 day period for allowance of public comment followed by a determination period within four months by the Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority (ILGA). Efforts to ameliorate some of the cost issues have further exacerbated the delays. To obtain a ‘small bar licence’ in 2011 cost approximately $500, took up to 80 days for approval, and allowed up to 120 patrons. Changes to the rules mean that, in 2016, a small bar licence will be cheaper, at $350, but will take an extra 40 days and allow only 60 patrons.

---

18 Since amended via Liquor Amendment Act 2014 No 3.
2.3. Queensland

In Queensland, the Office of Liquor and Gaming Regulation (OLGR) administers the sale of liquor under the Liquor Act 1992. In Queensland there are seven types of licences, including a commercial hotel licence, as well as a range of ‘other’ licences, some of which have several sub-classes.\(^24\) According to the regulator, approval time for liquor licences can take 4-6 months. Application fees vary according to licence type, patron capacity, and trading hours, from $327.10 to $12,990.25.\(^25\) For new applications and/or request of additional trading, licensees must produce a Risk-Assessed Management Plan (RAMP).\(^26\) A Community Impact Statement (CIS) may also be required, which is designed to verify that the licensed premises will ‘minimise its impact’ on the community.\(^27\)

Strict liquor regulation in Queensland has stymied some social activities. For instance, the Australian pastime of a B&S ball has declined in regularity.\(^28\) Similar attacks on ‘Australian culture’ include the shutting down of a local Queensland beer economy facebook page which held 3,400 members. In a move labelled ‘un-Australian’, the Liquor Act 1992 deems the barter or exchange of liquor products as illegal.\(^29\) The money raised for local community causes and social upside for rural citizens will diminish if the status quo of red tape remains. Other controversial issues include the ‘revenue grabbing’ of 174 licensees who missed the deadline of their licence renewal by only days.\(^30\) The case here shows the lack of communication effort made by the OLGR to licensees in order to penalise businesses where possible.

At first glance, recent legislative changes appeared to relieve regulatory burden on liquor licensees. Indeed, across the Gold Coast and Brisbane licence fees for nightclubs fell by $976,000.\(^31\) On closer inspection, however, these reductions in fees are effectively compensation for additional red tape in the form of restricted trading hours. The new regulations stipulate the creation of a ‘nightclub licence’, where previously they fell under the same category as restaurants and cafes. As a result, base nightclub licence fees have skyrocketed almost 5.5 times (to $3,507 per year) which does not include additional loadings.\(^32\) Such regulation puts local jobs at risk, and increases the already heavy administrative burden on business.

---


2.4. South Australia

In South Australia the Attorney-General’s Department, Consumer and Business Services, upholds the Liquor Licensing Act 1997 which regulates the sale, production, and distribution of liquor in the state. There are 13 different types of licences. Annual licence fees range from $111 to $771, with further costs imposed on new applicants and extended trading hours.

In addition to applying for a hotel or retail merchant licence, prior to 2016 the applicant was required to perform a ‘needs test’. South Australia was the only state to have a needs test, which had the sole aim of providing reasoning as to why the licence is necessary. However, in late 2016 the needs test was abolished, and a ‘community impact and public interest test’ for high risk venues was introduced.

One of the main issues in South Australia are approval time delays, which result from objections on the grounds of anti-competitive behaviour. After a two year battle with Woolworths and the Australian Hotels Association, Costco lost its bid to obtain a retail liquor merchant’s licence. This case found ‘... Costco’s model for liquor retailing was not compatible with South Australian requirements and granting the big-box retailer a licence would risk setting an undesirable precedent.’ The ruling imposed on Costco is not an anomaly, similar outcomes have occurred for Aldi in Western Australia.

---


2.5. Victoria

Liquor laws in Victoria come under the Liquor Control Reform Act 1988, which is administered by the Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation. A total of ten different liquor licences come under the Act.\(^1\) For new applicants, a fee of $452.20 applies on top of the base licence fees, which range from $233.40 for a wine and beer producers BYO permit, to up to $1896 for late night packaged liquor.\(^2\) Furthermore, there are additional fees for ‘risky’ operating hours, which range to $7,584.10 if authorised to trade past 3am. Moreover, if the patron capacity of the venue is over 200 people, a ‘venue capacity multiplier’ applies for some late night venues, which can range up to a multiple of 4 times the fee.

Licensees have become frustrated with the discretionary power of regulators to apply restrictive red tape. In mid-2016, a Richmond pub’s application for an extension of trading hours to air a Socceroos match was rejected by the Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation. The application was vetoed even though it had been approved by the Yarra Council, with the commission ruling that it was not a ‘significant cultural festival’.\(^3\) On many previous occasions the pub had been granted the same request, but red tape uncertainty may reduce further applications in the future.

In 2015, a local kombucha tea producer was banned from selling its product, costing $1,000 a day in lost earnings.\(^4\) This was a result of the drink having an alcohol volume of 1 per cent, which is under the national limit of 1.15 per cent, but over Victoria’s 0.5 per cent maximum. The owner said:

> It’s unfortunate that bureaucratic hurdles are stopping this industry from thriving and stopping us from being able to provide a genuinely healthy alternative to synthetic drinks.\(^5\)

---


2.6. Western Australia

In Western Australia the Liquor Control Act 1988 governs the sale, production, and distribution of liquor, and the controlling authority is the Department of Racing, Gaming and Liquor. There are ten types of licences, and six sub-categories. Annual licence fees range from $288 to $584, and does not include additional costs for new applicants and other extensions. In Western Australia, cutting red tape on liquor licensing is estimated to provide some of the highest cost savings, of around $7.7 million.

Other indirect costs, such as licence approval timeframes, have also become a deterrent for businesses. Delays have occurred over periods as long as two years in a case as recent as 2014. Exacerbating this process is police intervention, as every application lodged with the department requires the police to be notified.

All licences must satisfy a public interest test which takes into account a range of considerations, including the harm of people due to liquor use, the location impacts of the amenity, social externalities (i.e. disturbance), and any other matter stipulated in the Liquor Control Regulations 1988. For new licences, the removal of existing licences, and permit applications all applicants must complete a Public Interest Assessment (PIA). A PIA is to be completed by the applicant outlining how the proposal will impact the community and their plans to manage such impact. However, the level of information provided in a PIA is at the applicant’s own discretion.


3. Paths to reform of liquor licensing

Section 3.1 outlines several examples of attempts to cut liquor licensing red tape across various jurisdictions in Australia. Section 3.2 makes recommendations of potential reform paths including reducing the number of licences, flattening fee structures, and shifting resources away from licensing towards enforcement of breaches in regulation.

3.1. Previous efforts to cut liquor licensing red tape

Given widespread business concern over the impact of liquor licensing red tape, several Australian jurisdictions have made efforts to pursue reform. This section highlights some cases of red tape reduction that have positively impacted Australian businesses and, indirectly, their customers and communities.

One of the most active reforming states in recent years is Western Australia. In an effort to modernise liquor laws the state government has made the sale of locally produced products easier, streamlined application processes and extended trading hours.53 The value to local producers in these respects is accessibility to the wider market via the ability to sell their product at off-site outlets.54 A second wave of reforms in 2016 reduced restrictions on tourism businesses and lengthened the Extended Trading Permit (ETP) duration for low risk venues from five to ten years.55 Under the new rules, tourists can consume alcohol from their tourism operator. The ETP extension also reflects significant cost savings to licensees. According to the state government, a direct saving of $120,000 a year covering 620 permits will be achieved as a result of the red tape reduction.56

While recent pledges by the Labor government in the ACT included incentivising small venues (i.e. 80 patrons or less) through reducing their licence fees, this came with higher fees for larger retailers.57 This demonstrates the progressive notion of redistribution affecting liquor licensing regulation, as opposed to attempting to meet policy objectives with minimal legislation.

56 ibid. Government of Western Australia (2016).
New South Wales has made some small, but welcome, steps towards reducing red tape. Unlike Victoria, where bottle shops can trade at all hours of the day, NSW restricts such operation to 10pm. New reforms have extended closure times to 11pm, with Sunday being an exception.\textsuperscript{58} Although the reforms were not meant to be in force until February 2017, they were fast tracked before the Christmas holiday period in December 2016. Complementing this was the expansion of the patron limit for small bars from 60 to 100.\textsuperscript{59} After significant public opposition to the more onerous aspects of NSW’s alcohol restrictions, this proposal was widely accepted.\textsuperscript{60}

In 2016 the NSW government and the city of Parramatta ran a digital pilot that dramatically cut red tape for cafés, restaurants and small bars. The initiative reduces the start-up time for new enterprises to just 3 months – a decrease of 83 per cent.\textsuperscript{61} Since implementation, 35 new enterprises have been generated, contributing to employment and night-life vibrancy in the area.\textsuperscript{62}

South Australia has progressed reforms to increase consumer freedom and streamline the application process. Previously, a condition of pub and club licensees required patrons to be seated whilst drinking in outside areas. In mid-2015 the state government relaxed this provision, allowing any venue it effected to apply for it to be removed.\textsuperscript{63} Furthermore, the application fee to do so has been reduced from from $518 to $111.\textsuperscript{64} Several other efforts to reduce red tape in the liquor industry have also been made. These include a simplified application process for stallholders at festivals, and removing the consent requirement for entertainment between 11am and midnight.\textsuperscript{65}

\textsuperscript{59} ibid. Brook (2016).
\textsuperscript{64} ibid. Sutton (2015).
3.2. Recommendations for liquor licensing reform

Recommendation 1:
Reduce the number of types of licences.

In the previous section we revealed the extensive variation in the number of types of licences across different jurisdictions. These are summarised in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Licences (and sub-classes)</th>
<th>Names of Licences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australian Capital Territory (ACT)</td>
<td>5 total (3 sub-classes)</td>
<td>General On licence - Nightclub - Bar - Restaurant and cafe Club Off licence Special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales (NSW)</td>
<td>7 total (3 sub-classes)</td>
<td>Club Hotel - General bar Limited - Single or multiple functions - Special event or trade fair On-premises Packaged liquor Producer/wholesaler Small bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queensland (QLD)</td>
<td>7 total (7 sub-classes)</td>
<td>Commercial hotel Commercial other - Subsidiary on-premises - Subsidiary off-premises - Bar - Industrial canteen - Producer/wholesaler Commercial special facility Community club Community other Nightclub Wine - Wine producer - Wine merchant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia (SA)</td>
<td>13 total</td>
<td>Club Direct sales Entertainment venue Hotel Limited club Limited licence Producers Restaurant Retail liquor merchant Residential Small venue Special circumstances Wholesale liquor merchant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurisdiction</td>
<td>Total Licences</td>
<td>Types of Licences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria (VIC)</td>
<td>10 total</td>
<td>Temporary licences, Limited scale and scope, On-premises and take away, Club, On-premises consumption, Packaged liquor, Bring your own, Wholesale supply, Winery or brewery, Internet or mail order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia (WA)</td>
<td>10 total (6 sub-classes)</td>
<td>Casino liquor, Club, - Club restricted, Hotel, tavern and small bar, - Hotel, - Hotel restricted, - Tavern, - Tavern restricted, - Small bar, Liquor store, Nightclub, Restaurant, Occasional, Producer, Wholesaler, Special facility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having a wide range of licences places additional uncertainty, and therefore compliance costs, on business. The cost comes through business uncertainty of fees and obligations regarding what licences they require even prior to trading, as well as when businesses undergo structural changes, and thereby move between categories.

All jurisdictions should substantially streamline and simplify the number of liquor licences. One simple delineation could be the wholesale sale of alcohol (e.g. bottleshops), the provision of alcohol on premises (e.g. bars and nightclubs), and special events (e.g. music festivals). This new delineation would enhance the transparency of obligations that potential applicants will face in obtaining a liquor licence.

While instituting such a change does not necessarily lead to a reduction in the indirect burden of licences more broadly – i.e. which comes from the restrictions themselves – it would go some way to reducing the direct compliance burden of understanding the regulation.
**Recommendation 2:**
Flatten, lower and index liquor licensing application and annual fees.

Licence fees widely vary, and are calculated using different methods across jurisdictions. Fees are also subject to changes and large jumps (or reductions). Fees can also cost as much as tens of thousands of dollars, which has led to accusations that the system is being exploited for revenue raising.

Tiered fee structures distort the market for alcohol provision and are not clearly justified on the basis of public health and safety, as is their stated intention. Businesses and individuals already pay taxes, contributing significantly to public revenue.

There is no clear link between increasing fees and improving public health, and therefore it cannot be argued that fees should be higher than the cost of their implementation. The burden should be placed on government when it wishes to levy fees higher than the cost it takes to administer the licences.

Unfortunately, the justification for licence fees seems to be increasingly justified on progressive redistribution. That is, larger venues pay more money while smaller venues pay less. And, as was outlined above, this sometimes occurs simultaneously. Regulators must reassess the rationale behind charging higher fees to businesses which undertake a higher rate of economic activity (i.e. engage in more voluntary trade with their customers).

Considering this, we further recommend that fees not only be lowered, but should also be flattened. This would reduce the impact of redistribution which incentivises businesses to remain smaller and undertake fewer mutually beneficial trades.

To be clear, there is an inherent trade-off here because flattening fee structures would have a small regressive effect (i.e. the licence cost would be a higher proportion of the income or turnover of the venue). The question of the flatness in the fee structure and whether that had a progressive or regressive burden is an empirical one. Undoubtedly, however, lowering the rates overall would decrease the red tape burden.

Fees should also be indexed to prevent discretionary increases for the purpose of revenue raising.
Recommendation 3:  
Lighter touch licensing in favour of policing and punishment for offences.

The central driver of contemporary red tape issues is a broader problem of a culture of regulatory intervention. The core idea of providing licensing power to government over any particular business activity is driven by the incentive to restrict certain individuals or businesses from engaging in that activity. The need for restriction is regularly predicated on the idea of public safety.

The burden of proof to restrict autonomous individuals from trade is on the government. If it is determined there is a deviation [i.e. there is a ‘market failure’ supposedly identified] from some objective, then the question is still comparatively institutional: how should the objective be met? For liquor licensing, this could come in several potential ways. The general approach adopted across Australia, and that which is reviewed in this paper, is the ‘licence first’ approach, followed generally by penalties for defections on the existing regulations.

The alternative option, however, is to apply lighter touch regulation before the fact, and direct those resources towards detecting and enforcing defections from existing regulation. This approach would be a reduction in red tape for Australian businesses.
4. Concluding remarks

- Liquor licensing is a microcosm of the broader red tape problem facing Australian businesses. This stems from a culture which believes that state permission must be granted before engaging in voluntary exchange.
- In this report we surveyed and analysed liquor licensing restrictions across many Australian jurisdictions. This revealed an excessive number of licence types, as well as tiered and progressive fee structures.
- Drawing on this we made several recommendations:
  i. Streamline and simplify the number of licence types across different jurisdictions, thereby reducing uncertainty for potential licensees.
  ii. Lower, flatten and index application and annual fees for liquor licences in order to take away the progressive and discretionary nature of regulators to heap red tape onto business.
  iii. Shift the culture and resources of regulation away from licensing in favour of enforcing defections after offenses have been committed.
- All reductions in liquor licensing red tape must also sit within a broader framework of red tape reduction within the Australian economy, at all levels of government.
Liquor licensing red tape on Australian businesses
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